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The Pantheon counts among the best-preserved monuments surviving from antiquity, yet close examination of both earlier documentation and the building itself still brings lost elements of its original appearance to light. Long-forgotten ancient clamp-holes preserved in the rotunda’s brick faces attest to an extensive revetment system that once covered much of the building’s exterior. Initially with the aid of measured drawings by the 19th-c. French architect Achille Leclère, dozens of these holes were rediscovered, confirming the enduring value for archaeologists of the architectural studies made by students of the École des Beaux-Arts (Académie de France). Subsequent visual inspection of the building, supplemented by the use of archival sources, yielded convincing evidence that large areas of the rotunda’s outer faces were revetted in antiquity with stone veneers, and that certain minor decoration was of stucco. Although these surface treatments were some of the last elements installed and the first to be stripped away and forgotten, they were carefully-planned features of the overall design by which the Roman architect(s) mediated the juncture of the brick rotunda and the marble-clad pronaos to achieve an architectural unity. The intent of this note is not to document fully the vestiges of the exterior ornamental program of the Pantheon (which would require full, close autopsy of its outer wall faces), but to direct attention to original elements that are missing from our current vision of the building, yet have the potential to demystify this “Sphinx of the Campus Martius”.¹

Leclère’s Pantheon: documentation and interpretation

The detailed studies and reconstructions of ancient monuments created by the pensionnaires of the École des Beaux-Arts from the 18th to 19th c. are still valued as accomplished
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